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Abstract

It is well-known that Description Logics (DLs) that admit efficient decision procedures are unable to rep-
resent structured objects, i.e., objects whose parts are inter-connected in arbitrary instead of tree-like ways.
A common solution to this problem is to extend a DL with a rule-based formalism.This either results
in undecidability or requires restrictions on the shape of the rules, which typically prevent the rules from
representing the required structures. In this paper, we consider an approach for modeling graph-structured
objects using answer set programming. While in its full generality, reasoning with this representation is
also undecidable, we consider a restriction which allows the representationof graph structured objects and
yet the reasoning is decidable. We illustrate how this representation has been useful in exporting a biology
knowledge base developed as part of Project Halo.

1 Introduction

As part of Project Halo (Seehttp://www.projecthalo.com), our team at SRI has en-
coded a significant portion of an introductory college textbook (Reece et al. 2011) into a know-
ledge base calledKB Bio 101. The encoding work was done using a knowledge authoring sys-
tem called AURA (Gunning et al. 2010) which uses Knowledge Machine (KM) as a knowledge
representation and reasoning system (Clark and Porter 2011). SinceKB Bio 101 can be a useful
resource for research on reasoning algorithms, we are interested in making it available in a way
that the knowledge representation and reasoning used in it is clearly understood. In the process of
developing a translation, we discovered thatKB Bio 101 cannot be directly expressed in com-
monly available decidable description Logics (DL) becausethey disallow the representation of
graph-structured objects. Logic programming offers sufficient expressiveness to model the graph
structures but lacks direct support for conceptual modeling primitives used inKB Bio 101.
Motivated by this problem, we consider an object-oriented language called OOKB which is an
extension of answer set programming (ASP) that is capable ofrepresentingKB Bio 101, and
provides direct support for DL-style conceptual modeling primitives as well as graph structures.
To give an insight into the reasoning challenges posed by OOKB, we analyze its computational
properties and note that reasoning with it in full generality is undecidable. We consider syntactic
restrictions under which reasoning with this representation becomes decidable. The represent-
ation features of OOKB and the syntactic restrictions considered by us are different from the
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closely related prior work onDatalog± (Cal̀ı et al. 2009),FDNC (Eiter and Simkus 2010)
programs andASPfs (Alviano et al. 2010), and none of these prior languages is adequate for
capturingKB Bio 101. More specifically, reasoning in OOKB requires rules that violate the
guardedness condition of inDatalog± (see (29) and (31)—(32) in Section 4.2); and the syn-
tactical restriction imposed inFDNC programs and finitely groundASPfs programs disallows
the representation of graph-like structure that is needed in OOKB (see the next section).

2 Motivating Example

Suppose we wish to represent the statement: “Every cell has a part achromosome and a
ribosome.” Given a classLiving-Entity, we can represent this knowledge in a DL by:

Cell ⊑ Living-Entity ⊓ (∃has-part.Ribosome) ⊓ (∃has-part.Chromosome) (1)

Next, let us consider the following statement:
“EveryEukaryotic Cell is aCell and has part aNucleus and aEukaryotic Chromosome

such that theEukaryotic Chromosome is inside theNucleus. ”.
We can capture this statement only partially using DL. Specifically, we can state:

Eukaryotic-Cell ⊑ Cell ⊓ (∃has-part.Nucleus)⊓
∃(has-part.Eukaryotic-Chromosome ⊓ (∃is-inside−1.Nucleus))

(2)

The above description fails to represent that the eukaryotic chromosome is inside the same
Nucleus that is the part of the Eukaryotic Cell. Indeed, expressing such knowledge would require
violating the desirable tree model property (in general, the tree model property is a good indicator
of decidability (Vardi 1996)). Furthermore,Eukaryotic-Cell inherits aChromosome from its
superclassCell which is then specialized toEukaryotic-Chromosome. The above represent-
ation does not make the relationship between the inheritedChromosome and the
Eukaryotic-Chromosome defined as part of (2) explicit. Representing graph structures, and
stating such relationships across a class hierarchy is crucial for giving precise answers to ques-
tions such as: What is the structure of aEukaryotic Cell? What are the differences between a
Ribosome and aChromosome? What is the relationship between aChromosome and aNucleus?
Such questions have been found extremely useful in the context of an education application called
Inquire (Overholtzer et al. 2012).

3 Logic Programming and Answer Sets

A logic programΠ is a set of rules of the form

c← a1, . . . , am, not am+1, . . . , not an (3)

where06m6n, eachai is a literal of a first order language andnot aj , m<j6n, is called a
negation as failure literal (or naf-literal). A rule (program) is non-ground if it contains some
variable; otherwise, it is a ground rule (program).

The Herbrand universe of a programΠ is the setUΠ of terms constructable from constants
and function symbols inΠ. The Herbrand base ofΠ,BΠ, is the set of ground atoms construct-
able using the predicate symbols inΠ and the terms inUΠ. A substitutionδ is given by a set
{X1/t1, . . . , Xs/ts} whereXi’s are distinctive variables andti’s are terms.δ is a ground substitu-
tion if ti ∈ UΠ for every i. For a literall, l[δ] is the literal obtained froml by simultaneously
replacing every occurrence ofXi by ti for everyi.
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The semantics of a program is defined over ground programs. For a ground ruler of the form
(3), let pos(r)={a1, . . . , am} andneg(r)={am+1, . . . , an}. A set of ground literalsX is consistent
if there exists no atoma s.t.{a,¬a}⊆X. A ground ruler of the form (3) issatisfiedby X if ( i)
neg(r)∩X 6= ∅; (ii ) pos(r)\X 6=∅; or (iii ) c ∈ X.

Let Π be a ground program. For a consistent set of ground literalsS , thereductof Π w.r.t. S ,
denoted byΠS , is the program obtained from the set of all rules ofΠ by deleting (i) each rule
that has a naf-literalnot a in its body witha ∈ S , and (ii) all naf-literals in the bodies of the
remaining rules.S is ananswer set (or a stable model)of Π (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1990) if it
satisfies the following conditions: (i) If Π does not contain any naf-literal thenS is a minimal
set of ground literals satisfying all rules inΠ; and (ii) If Π contains some naf-literal thenS is an
answer set ofΠS .

For a non-ground programΠ, a set of literals inBΠ is an answer set ofΠ if it is an answer
set ofground(Π) that is the set of all possible ground rules obtained from instantiating variables
with terms inUΠ. Π is consistentif SM(Π) 6= ∅ whereSM(Π) denotes the set of answer sets
of Π. Π entailsa ground atoma (Π |= a) if ∀S ∈ SM(Π).[a ∈ S].

For convenience in notation, we will make use of choice atomsthat are allowed to occur in
a rule wherever a literal can. A choice atom is of the forml S u whereS is a set of literals and
l 6 u are non-negative integers;l S u is true in a set of literalsX if l 6 |S ∩X| 6 u. Whenl = 0

or u = ∞, they will be omitted. The setS in a choice atoml S u can occur in various forms (see,
e.g., (Simons et al. 2002)); e.g., it can be explicitly listed as{l1, . . . , ln} whereli’s are literals; or
written in the form{p : q} wherep, q are atoms. Given a set of ground literalX, {p : q} ∩ X is
the set of atoms{p[δ] | there exists a ground instantiationδ such thatq[δ] ∈ X}. Answer sets of
logic programs can be computed using answer set solvers (e.g., CLASP (Gebser et al. 2007),dlv
(Citrigno et al. 1997)).

4 Object-Oriented Knowledge Bases in ASP

We now employ the basic framework of ASP to support representation of an object-oriented
knowledge base (orOOKB). As stated earlier, a driving motivation for this work was the need to
exportKB Bio 101 that was originally developed using Knowledge Machine (KM)(Clark and
Porter 2011). The choice of terminology used in our work is influenced by the Open Knowledge
Base Connectivity knowledge model (Chaudhri et al. 1998) asit had incorporated the central
features of a large family of object-oriented frame-based knowledge representation systems. We
will also relate the modeling primitives introduced here totheir counterparts in the DL systems,
but we do not make any claims about supporting the equivalentsemantics.

4.1 Object-Oriented Domain

In this section, we define the vocabulary and axiom schemas necessary to define the knowledge
about a domain. We consider five broad classes of knowledge: taxonomic, descriptive rules,
cardinality constraints, sufficient conditions and equality statements.

4.1.1 Taxonomic Knowledge

Classes, relation declarations, and relationship betweenclasses are specified using statements of
the types (4)—(14). (4), (5), and (9) declare a class, an individual, and a relation, respectively,
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(e.g.,class(cell) says thatcell represents the class of cells). (6) states thatc is a subclass ofc′

(e.g.,subclass of(e cell, cell) states that the class of Eukaryotic Cells (e cell) is a subclass of
the class of cells). (7) states that the two classesc andc′ are disjoint, e.g.,disjoint(x chromosome, y chromosome)

states that the classx chromosome is disjoint from the classy chromosome. (8) says thati is an
individual instance of the classc.

class(c) (4)

individual(o) (5)

subclass of(c, c′) (6)

disjoint(c, c′) (7)

instance of(i, c) (8)

relation(s) (9)

range(s, r) (10)

domain(s, d) (11)

subrelation of(s1, s2) (12)

compose(s1, s2, s3) (13)

inverse(s1, s2) (14)

The domain and range of a relation are specified by (10) and (11). For example, a binary rela-
tion has part whose domain and range aretangible entity is represented by three atoms
relation(has part), domain(has part, tangible entity), andrange(has part, tangible entity).
(12)–(14) define the relationships between the relations ofthe domain. (12) states thats1 is a
sub-relationof s2. (13) represents atransfer through relation, i.e., the composition ofs1 ands2,
s1 ◦ s2, is identical tos3. (14) indicates thats1 is the inverse relation ofs2. An example of a
sub-relation in the biology domain issubrelation of(has functional part, has part): whenever
has functional part(XY ) holds,has part(X,Y ) also holds.compose(encloses, has part, encloses)
is an example of (13): IfX enclosesY andY hasZ as its part thenX also enclosesZ .

4.1.2 Descriptive Rules

To represent relations between individuals, we introduce atoms of the formvalue(r, x, y) where
r is a relation andx and y are terms referring to individuals. We will require that theclass
membership ofx andy be specified ifvalue(r, x, y) is specified, e.g., to represent motivating
example, we write:

2{instance of(f1(X), chromosome), value(has part, X, f1(X))}2 ← instance of(X, cell). (15)

← subclass of(e cell, cell). (16)

← subclass of(e chromo, chromosome). (17)

2{value(has part, X, f2(X)), instance of(f2(X), nucleus)}2 ← instance of(X, e cell). (18)

2{value(has part, X, f3(X)), instance of(f3(X), e chromo)}2 ← instance of(X, e cell). (19)

3{value(inside, f3(X), f2(X)), instance of(f3(X), e chromo), ← instance of(X, e cell). (20)

instance of(f2(X), nucleus)}3

Rule (15) states that for each individualX in the classcell, there existsf1(X) (an individual)
in the classchromosome that is a part ofX. The rule (20) states that for eachX in the class
e cell, there existsf3(X) that is an instance of the classe chromo that is insidef2(X) that is
an instance of the classnucleus. With these rules, we are able to model the graph-structured
relationship betweene chromo, nucleus andcell.
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This leads us to definedescriptive statementsof the form

3{value(s, f(X), g(X)), instance of(f(X), cf), instance of(g(X), cg)}3← instance of(X, c) (21)

wheref andg are unary functions, calledSkolem functions, such thatf 6= g andc is a class.f
andg can beid, the identity function. Iff (or g) is id, then we require thatcf = c (or cg = c) and
we will remove the corresponding atominstance of(f(X), cf) and replace 3 by 2 in the head of
the rule. We callvalue(s, f(X), g(X)) a relation value literalof c andinstance of(f(X), cf) (or
instance of(g(X), cg)) an instance-of literalof c.

A descriptive statement of the form (21) describes relationvalues of individuals belonging
to classc, represented by the atomvalue(s, f(X), g(X)): for each individualX in c, f(X) (an
instance of classcf) is related tog(X) (an instance of classcg) by the relations.

4.1.3 Cardinality Constraints on Relations

Cardinality constraints on relations are specified by statements of the following form:

constraint(t, f(X), s, d, n)← instance of(X, c) (22)

wheres is a relation,n is a non-negative integer,d andc are classes, andt can either bemin, max,
or exact. This constraint states that for each instanceX of the classc, the set of values of relation
s restricted onf(X) has minimal (resp. maximal, exactly)n values belonging to the classd. We
require thatf(X) must occur in a relation value literalvalue(s, f(X), g(X)) of c. For example, to
state that each human cell has exactly 46chromosomes, we write

constraint(exact, X, has part, chromosome, 46)← instance of(X, human cell). (23)

The head of (22) is called aconstraint-literalof classc.
Observe that by settingt = exact, n = 1, d =Thing, whereThing is the root of the class

hierarchy, a constraint of the form (22) expresses that the relations is single-valued for all in-
stances in the KB. Whend =Thing, the constraint represents a pure number constraint. Whend

is some subclass ofThing, it represents a qualified number constraint.

4.1.4 Sufficient Conditions

A sufficient conditionof a classc defines sufficient conditions for membership of that class based
on the relation values and constraints applicable to an instance:

instance of(X, c)← Body(~X) (24)

whereBody(~X) is a conjunction of relation value literals, instance-of literals, and constraint-
literals ofc, andX is a variable occurring in the body of the rule; e.g., to encode “if a cell has
a partnucleus, it is aeukaryotic cell”, we use:

instance of(X, e cell) ← instance of(X1, nucleus),

relation value(has part, X,X1), instance of(X, cell).
(25)

4.1.5 (In)Equality Between Individual Terms

A limitation of rules (19) and (20) is that they fail to capture thatf1(X) introduced as part of
the definition ofcell has been specialized toe chromo as part of the rules aboute cell.
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Since acell has more than onechromosome, this equality cannot be inferred by simply adding
cardinality constraints. To support such representation an OOKB allows a user to express equality
between terms using the following rule:

eq(f1(X), f3(X))← instance of(X, e cell). (26)

which says that for each individuale in the classeukaryotic cell, the two termsf1(e) and
f3(e) refer to the same individual. Stating such equality relationship provides a powerful mod-
eling tool in OOKBs especially in situations where a class may inherit Skolem functions from
multiple superclasses which need to refer to the same individual.

Sometimes, it is convenient also to indicate that two terms might not be equivalent. In general,
an OOKB domain can contain statements for the specification of (in)equality between terms of
the following form:

eq(t1, t2) ← instance of(X, c) (27)

neq(t1, t2) ← instance of(X, c) (28)

wherec is a class,t1 andt2 are terms constructable from Skolem functions and the variableX.

4.1.6 Defining an OOKB Domain

Definition 1
An OO-domainD is a collection of rules of the form (4)–(14), (21)–(22), (24), (27), and (28).

Observe that rules of the form (7), (12), (13), (14), (21), (22), and (24) correspond to the follow-
ing features in DL systems: disjointness (denoted byJ), relation hierarchy (H), relation com-
position ((◦)), inverse roles (I), existential statements (E), qualified number restrictions (Q), and
sufficient properties (P ), respectively. We refer to (10) and (11) as type constraints and denote
them byC. A rule of typeE is more general than an existential statement in a DL since itallows
for the specification of non-tree structured objects.

OO-domains can be characterized by their type of rules, similar to the conventional character-
ization of DLs in (Schmidt-Schauß and Smolka 1991). For thispurpose, we associate with each
domain a label of the formTw wherew is a string over the alphabet{H, I, E, Q, P , C, J, (◦)}.
The basic part of an OO-domain is denoted withT and consists of rules of the form (4)—(6), (8)
and (9). If the domain’s label contains a letter in{H, I, E, Q, P , C, J, (◦)} then it contains rules
of the corresponding form, e.g., the labelHIEP says that the domain contains rules for relation
hierarchy, inverses, descriptive statements and sufficient conditions; etc. By aTw-domain, we
mean an OO-domain with labelTw.

4.2 Domain Independent Axioms

In this section, we will give axioms that define the meaning ofvarious relationships that were
introduced in previous section. The rules considered here can be viewed as background axioms
that a reasoner would use for deriving conclusions for an OOKB domain.

4.2.1 Taxonomic Axioms

Rules (29)–(32) state transitivity of subclass relationship, inheritance of class membership, com-
mutativity and meaning of disjointness, thus allowing for reasoning about membership of indi-
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viduals with respect to a class and reasoning about relationship between classes.

subclass of(C,B) ← subclass of(C,A), subclass of(A,B). (29)

instance of(X,C) ← instance of(X,D), subclass of(D,C). (30)

disjoint(C,D) ← disjoint(D,C). (31)

¬instance of(X,C) ← instance of(X,D), disjoint(D,C). (32)

4.2.2 Axioms for Reasoning with Relations

Rule (33) specifies the composition of two relationships. (34) and (35) specify the meaning of
subrelations and inverse relations.

value(U,X,Z) ← compose(S, T ,U), value(S,X, Y ), value(T , Y , Z). (33)

value(T ,X, Y ) ← subrelation of(S, T ), value(S,X, Y ). (34)

value(T , Y ,X) ← inverse(S, T ), value(S,X, Y ). (35)

4.2.3 Axioms for (In)Equality Reasoning

Rules (29)–(35) allow for inheritance reasoning about class membership and relation values of an
individual. In presence of rules of the form (27)-(28), a relation value can occur in different forms
which represent the same relation value. For instance, given thateq(f1(x), f2(x)) holds and that
bothvalue(has part, x, f1(x)) andvalue(has part, x, f2(x)) hold, then the latter two atoms would
be considered as identical. This is for example relevant when checking cardinality constraints:
even though syntactically those valuesf1(x) andf2(x) are different, a cardinality constraint in-
dicating thatx should have strictly less than 2 parts, should still be satisfied. Thus, instead of
dealing directly withvalue atoms when checking cardinality constraints we define a newvaluee
atom which represents the set{value(s, x′, y′) | eq(x′, x) andeq(y′, y) hold}.

To support this computation, we define a predicatesubstitute(x, y) between terms occurring
in the descriptive rules of an OO-domain that indicates thatx andy are identical andx could be
substituted byy. The rules for propagating the equality relation andsubstitute andvaluee are:

eq(X,Y ) ← eq(Y ,X) (36)

eq(X,Z) ← eq(X,Y ), eq(Y ,Z), X 6= Z (37)

← eq(X,Y ), neq(X,Y ) (38)

{substitute(X,Y )} ← eq(X,Y ). (39)

← eq(X,Y ), {substitute(X,Z) : eq(X,Z)}0,

{substitute(Y ,Z) : eq(Y ,Z)}0. (40)

← substitute(X,Y ), substitute(X,Z), X 6= Y ,X 6= Z, Y 6= Z. (41)

← substitute(X,Y ), X 6= Y , neq(X,Y ). (42)

substitute(Y ,Z) ← substitute(X,Z), X 6= Z, eq(X,Y ). (43)

is substituted(X) ← substitute(X,Y ), X 6= Y . (44)
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substitute(X,X) ← term(X), not is substituted(X). (45)

term(X) ← value(S,X, Y ). (46)

term(Y ) ← value(S,X, Y ). (47)

valuee(S,X1, Y1) ← value(S,X, Y ), substitute(X,X1), substitute(Y , Y1). (48)

The first three rules express the transitivity and reflexivity of the equality between terms and that
two terms cannot be specified as equal and not equal.

Rule (39) introduces a substitution forX given aneq statement involvingX (this can be seen
as a traditionalguessstep). Rules (40) ensures that that for an equalityeq(X,Y ) there has to be at
least some substitution picked for bothX andY . Rule (41) ensures that we always have at most
1 substitution and rule (43) ensures that a picked substitution does not violate anyneq statement.
We further guarantee that something is appropriately substituted by itself (rules (44)-(47)) in
order to guarantee that all terms have a substitution. Rule (48) defines the predicatevaluee that
encodes a set of relation values that are identical under the(in)equality specification. Observe
that if the domain does not contain any specification of the form (27) thenvaluee(s, x, y) holds
iff value(s, x, y) holds.

4.2.4 Axioms for Enforcing Constraints

To enforce the constraints (10)–(11) and (22),ΠR contains:

← value(S,X, Y ), domain(S, C), not instance of(X,C). (49)

← value(S,X, Y ), range(S, C), not instance of(Y ,C). (50)

← constraint(min, Y , S , D,M), {valuee(S, Y , Z) : instance of(Z,D)}M − 1. (51)

The first two rules make sure that domain and range of a relation are not violated. We note
that our use of the domain and range specification is different from their conventional use in a
DL (e.g., (Baader et al. 2008)) in that we do not use them for inferring the class membership
of individuals. For example, suppose the domain of the relation age is Living-Entity, and
that value(age, table-25, antique) holds butinstance of(table-25, Living-Entity) does not, the
constraint on the domain of the relationage is violated. This behavior is different from some DL
systems which would concludetable-25 to be an instance ofLiving-Entity.

The rule (51) enforces the minimal cardinality constraint on a set of values of a relation.
Similar rules to enforce other constraints are omitted to save space. Notice that we usevaluee in
this axiom instead ofvalue because anyvalue atoms that are related byeq need to be counted
only once. Just like the domain and range constraints, we treat cardinality constraints ((22) and
(51)) different from number restrictions in DLs. For example, the following OOKB constraint

constraint(max , X, has part , chromosome, 46)← instance of (X, human cell ) (52)

means that if there would more than 46chromosomes that are part of ahuman cell, there
would not be an answer set (or, the KB would be inconsistent).In a DL system, in the pres-
ence of an analogous constraint, if the system encounters more than 46chromosome parts of a
human cell, it would infer that some subset of those must be equal leading to explosive case
analysis. A discussion of these two different approaches todealing with constraints can be found
in (de Bruijn et al. 2005).
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4.2.5 Defining a General OOKB

Definition 2(General OOKB)
A generalOOKB over a finite OO-domainD is a logic programKB(D,De) = D ∪ ΠR ∪ De

where (i) ΠR is the set of rules (29)–(35) and (36)–(51), and (ii) De is a set of ASP rules.

An OOKB KB(D,De) is called ataxonomical knowledge base(or TKB) if De = ∅. We write
TKB(D) to denoteD∪ΠR. We further classify TKBs by the type of its OO-domain, e.g.,if D is
aTHIEQ-domain, we say thatTKB(D) is aTHIEQP knowledge base respectively. We say
thatD is consistentif TKB(D) is consistent.

4.3 Decidability of Reasoning

We consider decidability of the following traditional computational tasks in the context of OOKB:
(C1) Consistency:given an OOKBKB(D,De), determine whether or notKB(D,De) has an

answer set.
(C2) Concept satisfiability:given an OOKBKB(D,De) and an instancei of a classc, determine

whether or notKB(D,De) ∪ {instance of(i, c)} has an answer set.
(E) (Ground) Entailment:given an OOKBKB(D,De) and a ground atoma, determine whether

or notKB(D,De) |= a holds.
(QA) Query answering:given an OOKBKB(D,De) and an atomq, determine all ground sub-

stitutionsδ = {X1/a1, . . . , Xn/an}, where{X1, . . . , Xn} is the set of distinct variables oc-
curring inq, s.t.KB(D,De) |= q[δ].

We start off with some background on logic programming decidability results. It is well-known
that deciding whether a logic program has an answer set isΣ1

1-complete for the general first order
case (Marek et al. 1992; Schlipf 1995) and entailment is undecidable (Dantsin et al. 2001): we
have that(C1) and(C2) areΣ1

1-complete and(E) is undecidable. In ASP, reasoning involves a
grounding step, followed by calculating the answer sets. Therefore, the(QA) task is not treated
explicitly in the existing ASP literature.

We next identify classes of OOKBs that yield better complexity properties for these tasks. As
the complexity of general LP has been discussed extensivelyin the literature (e.g., (Dantsin et al.
2001; Marek et al. 1992; Schlipf 1995)), we focus on TKBs. This is because TKBs represent
precisely the representation needed forKB Bio 101. The first result that we obtain in this dir-
ection is related to the consistency of TKBs. Let us observe that the inconsistency of aTKB(D)

can arise in the different situations: (i) the specification of the class hierarchy is inconsistent, i.e.,
D contains an individuala with the specificationinstance of(a, c1) and the class relationships
disjoint(c1, c2) andsubclass of(c1, c2); (ii ) the specification of (in)equality between terms is in-
consistent, i.e., botheq(x, y) andneq(x, y) hold; or (iii ) a domain, range, or cardinality constraint
is violated, i.e., a constraint of the form (49)—(51) is violated. Since an answer set ofTKB(D)

is an answer set ofTKB(D) \ ΠC whereΠC is the set of rules of the form (49)—(51), (39),
(40)–(42), we can show that(C1) and(C2) are decidable forTHIEP (◦)-TKBs, i.e.,(C1) and
(C2) are decidable for TKBs without constraints.

Decidability of (QA) depends on whether the answer sets of TKB are finite or not. Unfortu-
nately, finiteness of the answer set is not guaranteed as seenin the next example.

Example 1
Consider aTE OO-domainD1 with a classa, a relationr, and the descriptive statement

2{value(r, X, f(X)), instance of(f(X), a)}2 ← instance of(X, a) (53)
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← instance of(c, a) (54)

It is easy to see thatTKB(D1) has an infinite answer set that can be enumerated by the function
TTKB(D1). The example illustrates that answer sets may be infinite in general, and thus checking
ground entailment (E) or query answering (QA) is non-trivial.

We can attain decidability for ground entailment if we impose a guardedness condition. Intuit-
ively, the application of the immediate consequence operator TTKB(D)\ΠC

results in larger terms
(in size) if the terms appearing in the head of rules are more complex than the terms in the body.
This is already the case for all rules in any TKB except possibly for sufficient conditions (24)
where the head contains a variable but the body possibly morecomplex terms. If we can guar-
antee that applyingTTKB(D)\ΠC

only results in terms of size equal or bigger than the size of the
term to be proven, we can prune the search space as soon as we generate a term of size greater
than the size of the term to be proven. Specifically, as each ground atoma is built over terms
with a certain depth, onceTTKB(D)\ΠC

yields atoms over terms beyond that depth anda does not
appear in its result, we can be sure thata is not entailed.

Formally, for a termx in the language ofKB(D,De), |x|, called the size ofx, is defined as
the number of function symbols occurring inx. We say that an OO-domainD (andTKB(D)) is
guardedif for every sufficient condition of the form (24),1 > |Y | holds for termY occurring in
the body of the rule, i.e., only variables occur in rules of the form (24).

Proposition 1

(E) is decidable for TKBs with guarded and consistentTHIEPQCJ(◦)-domains.

The above proposition shows that entailment in OOKBs for guarded and consistent OO-
domains could be verified using some ASP solvers since they provide options for limiting the
maximum nesting level for complex terms (e.g., the optionmaxnesting in dlv); e.g., given a
TKB(D) and a ground atoma, by settingmaxnesting=|a|, dlv allows us to determine whether
TKB(D) |= a holds.

However, guardedness still does not help with the task(QA) as the Herbrand universe is,
in most cases, infinite and we cannot reduce(QA) to (E). We next investigate an acyclicity
condition, that leads to finite answers sets and thus decidability of (QA).

Definition 3

LetD be an OO-domain andc1 andc2 are two classes inD. We say that a classc1 refers-toa class
c2, denoted byc1 ≺ c2, if ( i) D contains a rule whose head contains someinstance of(Y , c2) and
whose body containsinstance of(X, c1); or if (ii)D contains the subclass statementsubclass of(c1, c2).

Let≺∗ be the transitive closure of≺ over the set of classes inD. D is acyclic if there exists no
classc in D s.t.c ≺∗ c.

We sayTKB(D) is acyclic ifD is. It is easy to check thatD1 is cyclic sincea ≺ a. We can
prove:

Proposition 2

For an acyclicTHIEQCJ(◦)-domainD, every answer set ofTKB(D) is finite.

From earlier we know that everyTHIEQCJ(◦)-TKB has at most one answer set; with Prop. 2
we then have that all the reasoning tasks(C1), (C2), (E), and(QA) are decidable forTHIEQCJ(◦)
acyclicTKBs; and as a consequence, we have:
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Corollary 1
Value set computation is decidable for acyclicTHIEQCJ(◦) TKBs.

D1 (Example 1) shows that Prop. 2 does not hold for cyclic OO-domains. Observe that Prop. 2
is limited to domains without sufficient conditions. This isbecause the body of a sufficient con-
dition (24) often contains instance-of literal of the classoccurring in the head of the rule, TKBs
with sufficient conditions do not satisfy the acyclicity condition.

Observe that Prop. 2 is not a special case of Prop. 1 even though every acyclicTHIEQCJ(◦)-
domain is guarded. Prop. 2 does not require consistency. Notall domains require sufficient con-
ditions and sometimes, inconsistency is unavoidable.

We note that acyclicity of OOKBs is similar in spirit todefinitorial TBoxes in DLs (Baader
et al. 2008). A definitorial TBox only contains definitions and for each concept it contains only
one definition that cannot refer to itself either directly orindirectly. The acyclicity conditions we
have considered here does not require the KB to consist of only definitions.

5 Summary and Conclusions

The primary contributions of work reported here are in the addition of a conceptual modeling
layer in the style of frame-based systems and DLs to ASP, an initial analysis of its computational
properties, and its use in making available one of the largest ASP knowledge base. Given the
undecidability of reasoning with this KB and its size, it poses both theoretical and practical chal-
lenges. The theoretical challenge lies in continuing to identify the weakest syntactic restrictions
on the OOKB that will still allow tractable reasoning. The empirical challenge lies in identifying
algorithms that support scalable reasoning with OOKBs suchasKB Bio 101.
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